Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

If you prefer to join adventures in a group we recommend guided tours. Our tours are conducted by a german
speaking tour guide. He will lead you comfortable and save on interesting roads to the nicest places and
restaurants.
All motorbikes will be equipped with a tank bag, top case or baggage-system.
We offer three different kind of guided tours.

Organised Tour 1

Basic - for relax

(parts are self conducted)

1 week Tenerife incl. flight (from Frankfurt/Hahn) and 4-star-hotel with half board, 4 days motorbike rental in
category D (such as BMW F650GS)
2 guided tours, 2 self conducted tours with tips and street maps, 2 days at free disposal.
Complete price per person in double bedroom: from 1.740,- €, for pillion passenger from 1.220,*Seasons price per person in double bedroom: from 1.800,- €, for pillion passenger from 1.280,Surcharge for one bedroom: 140,- €. * see timetable.
Surcharge for motorbike in category C for four days is 60,- € - and for category B it is 120,- €.
The discount for a motorbike of category E is 40,- €.

Organised Tour 2

€
€

Comfort - to enjoy

1 week Tenerife incl. flight (from Frankfurt/Hahn) and 4-star-hotel with half board (dinner), 4 days motorbike rental
in category D (such as BMW F650GS)
4 guided tours - Whale-Watching on a catamaran, lunch with culinary experience, 1 day at free disposal.
Complete price per person in double bedroom: from 1.880,,- €, for pillion passenger from 1.430,- €
* Seasons price per person in double bedroom: from 1.940,- €, for pillion passenger from 1.490,- €
Surcharge for one bedroom: 140,- €. * see timetable.
Surcharge for motorbike in category C for four days is 60,- € - and for category B it is 120,- €.
The discount for a motorbike of category E is 40,- €.

Organised Tour 3

de Luxe - poor pleasure

1 week Tenerife incl. flight (from Frankfurt/Hahn) and 4-star-hotel or Aparthotel with breakfast. 5 days motorbike
rental in category D (such as BMW F650GS)
5 guided tours - incl. La Gomera (curves without end) - Whale-Watching on a catamaran, lunch and dinner with
culinary experience gastronomy
Complete price per person in double bedroom: from 2.280,- €, for pillion passenger from 1.830,- €
* Seasons price per person in double bedroom: from 2.340,- €, for pillion passenger from 1.890,- €
Surcharge for one bedroom: 140,- €. * see schedule.
Surcharge for a motorbike in category C for five days is 60,- € - and for category B it is 140,- €.
The discount for a motorbike of category E is 50,-
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Upgrade-capabilities
For upgrades there is a minimum of 6 drivers per tour. Upgrades like listed below can not be booked to the tours
for single persons.

Tour 1:
 La Gomera Intense-Tour (2-days-tour)
2 days La Gomera, incl. costs for ferries, bed & breakfast in country hotel.
2 guided tours, lunch with culinary experience gastronomy.
Completely per driver: from 268,- € with pillion passenger from 345,- €
Surcharge for a one-bedroom is 35,- €.
(price for participation is not including motorbike rental price; participants of tour 1 already have the booked
motorbike for 2 days non-guided tours at disposal.
or



La Gomera curves-fever (1-day-tour)
1 day La Gomera, incl. costs for ferries, motorbike of category D (such as BMW F650GS)
1 guided tour with german-speaking tour guide, incl. lunch with culinary experience gastronomy.
Completely per driver: from 280,- € with pillion driver from 345,- €
(if participation takes place on a day on which the participant already has a motorbike at hand, he will get a
discount of one day rental price of category D)

or



Whale-Watching on the high sea
Worldwide nearly unique is the large variety of whales and dolphins along the south-west coast of La
Gomera island.
More than 20 different kinds of whales and dolphins are regular to be seen quiet close to the coast, some
of them are barely explored.
Price per participant is 80,- €.

Tour 2:
 La Gomera curves-fever (1-day-tour)
1 day La Gomera, incl. costs for ferries, motorbike of category D (such as BMW F650GS)
1 guided tour with german-speaking tour guide, incl. lunch with culinary experience gastronomy.
Completely per motorbike and driver: from 280,- € with pillion passenger from 345,- €.
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

we can offer these appointments:

Tour 1

Tour 2

Basic

Comfort

Tour 3
De Luxe

03. - 10. Nov 2019

03. - 10. Nov 2019

03. - 10. Nov 2019

* 05. - 12. Jan 2020
* 02. - 09. Feb 2020
01. - 08. Mär 2020

* 05. - 12. Jan 2020
* 02. - 09. Feb 2020
01. - 08. Mär 2020

* 05. - 12. Jan 2020
* 02. - 09. Feb 2020
01. - 08. Mär 2020

01. - 08. Dez 2019

01. - 08. Dez 2019

01. - 08. Dez 2019

* In this period of time seasons-prises for hotels are a little higher.
Look for accomplishments of the tours.
In October there are no tours.

Above we can offer any appointments, if there is a group of interested parties with a minimum of 6 participants.
All our organized tours are modular and variable by individual desire.
Basis airport is Frankfurt/Hahn. Of course you may start from any other european airport (maybe with surcharge).
Flight prices may differ by airport, journey-and booking time by about 5% to 20%; ask for accurate price per e-mail.
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Program run: Tour 2 & 3, partially Tour 1
Sun Reception of the tour-participants in tour-hotel » Greeting and tour-meeting and transfer to canarYmoto »
Take over of the booked motorbikes, if necessary with instructions to the motorbike.
At 08:00 p.m. shuttle service for participants of tour 3 to a special Paella Restaurant with rustic-style.

Departure: 09:30 a.m. - Teide Tour (189 km)
Start from hotel » along the old TF-28 - curves till the cow comes home » Güímar » Candelaria » lunch in a native
Fish restaurant in rustic ambience. >> Arafo » Las Cañadas » Chio » return to hotel ca. 05:00 p.m.
At 08:00 p.m. shuttle service for participants of tour 3 to a culinary Chicken restaurant in dreamlike location.

Mon Tour-day 1
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Tour-day 2
Departure: 09:00 a.m. Anaga Tour (254km)
Start from hotel » Santa Cruz » Playa Las Teresitas » curve browsing in Anaga-mountains »
Lunch in a native Fish restaurant with nice sea view >> La Laguna » Santa Cruz » return to hotel ca. 05:30 p.m.
At 08:00 p.m. shuttle service for participants of tour 3 to a culinary experience gastronomy. This time it is our Meal
restaurant.

Tue
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Wed
Tour 1:

Relaxing

This day is at free disposal. You have the opportunity for relax and/or shopping.
Tour 2:

Relaxing & enjoying

For lunch it will be a transfer to a native Fish restaurant in rustic-style.
Tour 3:
curves fever
Participants of Tour 3 de Luxe will drive to the island of La Gomera (see page 7).
The Tour-motorbike or La Gomera can be booked optional for this day (see upgrades).
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Wed

Tour-day 3

"La Gomera - curves fever" (Tour 3)

The tour can be booked direct or optional on site.
(For participants of Tour 3 de Luxe - La Gomera - curves fever is already included)
Departure from hotel at 08:00 a.m. » ferry crossing from Los Cristianos 08:45 a.m. to Puerto Santiago on La
Gomera island » round trip on La Gomera with its stunning curves and journey to all interesting places, such as
Valle Hermoso, Valle Gran Rey and the national park Garajonay »
Lunch in a native Meal restaurant, sightseeing of Castillo del Mar » at about 05:00 p.m. return to the ferry boat »
back to hotel ca. 06:30 p.m..
At 08:30 p.m. shuttle service for participants of tour 3 to a culinary native Fish restaurant.
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Thu Tour-day 4
Departure: 10.00 a.m. Masca Tour (163 km)
Start from hotel » Adeje » Tamaimo » Los Gigantes » Santiago del Teide » Garachico » Buenavista » Faro de
Teno » Masca. Lunch in a native restaurant (rabbit). » Santiago del Teide » return to hotel ca.05:00 p.m.
At 08:00 p.m. shuttle service for participants of tour 3 to a culinary Fish restaurant.

Tour-day 5
Departure: 09:30 a.m. Orotava Tour (175 km)
Start from hotel » Granadilla » Villaflor » Cañadas » Orotava-Tal » Puerto de la Cruz » San Juan de la Rambla.
Lunch in a canary native restaurant (Paella) in nice ambience » Icod » Santiago del Teide » return and refund of
the motorbikes to canarYmoto ca. 05:00 p.m.
At 08:00 p.m. shuttle service of participants of tour 3 to a special native Fish restaurant in rustically ambience.

Fri
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Sat
Tour-day 6
Whale-Watching
on the high sea
At 11:30 a.m. short walk or shuttle service down to the harbour of Playa Colone and about 01:45 p.m. check in on a
5-star-catamaran. See dolphins and whales in their native surrounding. Enjoy a wonderful afternoon on the sea.
Lunch buffet, drinks and friendly service is included. Don´t forget your (underwater) cameras and swim trunks.
Return to hotel ca. 06:30 p.m.
At 08:30 p.m. shuttle service for participants of tour 3 to a rustically Meal restaurant with special ambience.

Sun

After breakfast check out in hotel » farewell, shuttle service to airport and departure.

Nice days pass quickly - one week on this beautiful islands with this exiting streets and curves on our well-kept
motorbikes - up to now all participants were keen.
canarYmoto ensures excellent service, so you will have a memorable vacation.
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Depending on departure time it is possible to organize a lunch for all in a native Fish restaurant and a shuttle
service to airport (surcharge).

Program run:

La Gomera - Intensiv-Tour and (partly) curves-fever-Tour

Departure from tour hotel at 08:00 a.m. to the harbour of Los Cristianos; from there we take a ferry boat to La
Gomera, which will last less than one hour. We drop our baggage in a country hotel and start our experience tour.
We will show all the beauty of this island to you and indulge you with a culinary native lunch in a nice restaurant.
In the evening we will return to the country hotel. On next day we discover the south part of La Gomera.
In the afternoon we will pick up our baggage and start return journey, so we will be on Tenerife island at about
06:00 p.m.
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Accomplishments:

Basic-Tour (Tour 1)

Partly self conducted
















Flight from/to Frankfurt/Hahn (optional every other airport, as the circumstances require surcharge)
7 nights in a 4-star-hotel or Apart-Hotel with half board
Parking place with an attendant for the motorbikes at the hotel
Transfer airport > hotel > airport
Transfer from Tour-Hotel to take over of the motorbikes and back
Motorbike rental for the tour (including 4 days)
2 guided tours with a german-speaking guide
maximal 7 tour-participants (with motorbikes)
2 self conducted tours with street maps and tour tips
2 days at one´s disposal
Replacement motorbike service
Comprehensive insurance with unlimited kilometers
Travel cancellation insurance
La Gomera 1 and 2 days tour - optional
Whale-Watching on a catamaran - optional

Prices:
basic charge
Upgrades:
La Gomera - intensive (2 days-tour)
La Gomera - curves-fever (1 day-tour)
Whale-Watching per person
Surcharge one-bedroom
*seasons surcharge - see schedule

driver

pillion passenger

from 1.740,- €
*from 1.800,- €

from 1.220,- €
*from 1.280.- €

from 268,- €.

with pillion passenger from 345,- €

from 280,- €.

with pillion passenger from 345,- €

80,- €
200,- €



Basic charge for basic-tour includes motorbike rental in category D (such as BMW F650 GS). Other models will have a
surcharge (see list on page „Models and prices“). for example: 4 days in category C - such as F800GS = surcharge 40,- € or
category B - such as R1200GS = surcharge 120,- €.



Basic charge for La Gomera (intensive 2-days-tour) includes: ferry crossing, accommondation in double bedroom in
country hotel with breakfast, lunch in culinary experience gastronomy and 2 guided tours with german-speaking guide.
Surcharge for one bedroom in country hotel is 12,- €. This basic charge includes no motorbike rental, because this tour is
thought of to be as upgrade to the basic tour. A motorbike in category D (such as BMW F650 GS) would have a surcharge of
198,- € . Other motorbikes would have an extra charge (see our pages „Models-and prices“) for example for 2 days in
category C - such as F800GS -surcharge 20,- € or category B - such as R1200GS -surcharge 60,- €.



Basic charge for La Gomera (curves-fever 1-day-tour) includes: ferry crossing, , lunch in culinary experience gastronomy,
guided tour with german-speaking guide and a motorbike of category D(such as BMW F650 GS). Other motorbikes would
have an extra charge (see our pages „Models-and prices“) for example for 1 day in category C - such as F800GS -surcharge
10,- € or category B - such as R1200GS -surcharge 30,- €.
If participation takes place on a day, on which the participant already has a motorbike at his hand, he will get a discount of a
one-days rental price of category D.
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Accomplishments: Comfort -Tour (Tour 2)
with culinary experience gastronomy















Flight from/to Frankfurt/Hahn (optional every other airport, as the circumstances require surcharge)
7 nights in a 4-star-hotel or Apart-Hotel with half board
Parking place with an attendant for the motorbikes at the hotel
6 meals during tours and on the free day in special native restaurants (except alcoholic drinks)
Transfer airport > hotel > airport
Transfer from Tour-Hotel to take over of the motorbikes and back
Motorbike rental for the tour (including 4 days)
4 guided tours with a german-speaking guide
Whale-Watching on a catamaran
maximal 7 tour-participants (with motorbikes)
Replacement motorbike service
Comprehensive insurance with unlimited kilometers
Travel cancellation insurance
La Gomera curves-fever (optional)
driver

Prices:
basic charge

from 1.880,- €
*from 1.940,- €

La Gomera curves-fever (1 day-tour)
surcharge one-bedroom

from

280,- €

pillion passenger
from 1.430,- €
from 1.490,- €
with pillion passenger from 345,- €

200,- €

*seasons surcharge - see schedule



Basic charge for comfort-tour includes motorbike rental of category D (such as BMW F650 GS). Other models will have a
surcharge (see list on page „Models and prices“). for example: 4 days in category C – such as F800GS = surcharge 40,- € or
category B – such as R1200GS = surcharge 120,- €.
Basic charge for La Gomera (curves-fever 1-day-tour) includes: ferry crossing, , lunch in culinary experience gastronomy,
guided tour with german speaking guide and a motorbike of category D (such as BMW F650 GS). Other motorbikes would
have an extra charge (see our pages „Models-and prices“) for example for 1 day in category C - such as F800GS -surcharge
10,- € or category B - such as R1200GS -surcharge 30,- €.
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Organised Tours
(incl. Flight, Hotel and Motorcycle)

Accomplishments:

de Luxe - Tour (Tour 3)

with culinary experience gastronomy (lunch and dinner)
incl. La Gomera curves-fever















Flight from/to Frankfurt/Hahn (optional every other airport, as the circumstances require surcharge)
7 nights in a 4-star-hotel or Apart-Hotel with half breakfast
Parking place with an attendant for the motorbikes at the hotel
6 meals during tours and on the evenings in special native restaurants (except alcoholic drinks)
Transfer airport > hotel > airport
Transfer from Tour-Hotel to take over of the motorbikes and back
Motorbike rental for the tour (including 5 days)
5 guided tours with a german-speaking guide
Whale-Watching on a catamaran
maximal 7 tour-participants (with motorbikes)
Replacement motorbike service
Comprehensive insurance with unlimited kilometers
Travel cancellation insurance
La Gomera curves-fever (included)

Prices:
basic charge

surcharge one-bedroom
* seasons surcharge - see schedule


driver

pillion passenger

from 2.280,- €
*from 2.540,- €

from 1.830,- €
*from 1.890,- €

200,- €

Basic charge for de Luxe-tour includes motorbike rental of category D (such as BMW F650 GS). Other models will have a
surcharge (see list on page „Models and prices“). for example: 5 days in category C – such as F800GS = surcharge 50,- € or
category B - such as R1200GS = surcharge 150,- €.
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